
Six channel volume control using Analog SSM2018T VCA’s

 
The volume control consists of three main parts:

 

+/-12Vdc power supply.  (Obtainable from many sources or DIY.)1.

Control voltage generator.2.

VCA circuit using SSM2018T (six identical in this case.)3.

 

Control voltage generator
 

 

 

 
The voltage present at the (+) input of U1A varies from 0 to +4Vdc with operation of the control.  The 10k

resistor divider “tapers” the voltage into a logarithmic operation very similar to an audio taper pot.

The diode and 210k, 105k resistors and U1A scale the output voltage from 0 to -6Vdc.  The 2.43k, 1k

resistors and U1B scale the output voltage to its final values from 0 to 2.4Vdc.  The voltage is then sent to the

control portion of each VCA “Vcontrol.”

 

 

 

 

VCA circuit (taken from Analog SSM2018T data sheet.)
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Each VCA circuit is identical to the other five.  I changed components as follows:

 

All 18k resistors changed to 10k.  (matched within 0.5%)

50pf changed to 47pf.

3k changed to 4.64k.

1k changed to 105k.

1uf capacitors omitted.

100 ohm resistor added in series between “Vout” and output jack.

0.01uf capacitors added between ground and V- and ground and V+ near each SSM2018T.

 

With equal value resistors at the input and in the feedback loop the VCA will have 0db attenuation with

Vcontrol equal to 0.0Vdc.

The VCA has a -30mV/db control law so a control voltage equal to 2.4Vdc corresponds to -80db attenuation.

 

Rb biases the gain core for either Class A or Class AB operation.  (Use 150k for Class AB and 22k for Class

A.)

 

Photos of the completed project:

 

http://home.comcast.net/~dreite/preamp/IMG_0305.JPG

 

http://home.comcast.net/~dreite/preamp/IMG_0306.JPG

 

http://home.comcast.net/~dreite/preamp/IMG_0307.JPG
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More info to follow.

 

Dave Reite

dreite@comcast.net
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